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Chapter 2: Linguistic distances among six 
Slavic languages2

Abstract: The purpose of this study was threefold: 1. To measure the linguistic distances among 
Czech, Slovak, Polish, Croatian, Slovenian and Bulgarian on the level of lexicon, orthography, 
phonology, morphology and syntax. 2. To measure how well the levels correlate with one another 
and whether it is possible to reduce these measurements to a global measure of linguistic distance 
and 3. To find out which level correlates best with the relationships among the six Slavic languages 
established in historical linguistics. Lexical distances were measured as a percentage of non-cog-
nates between language pairs, orthographic and phonological distances were established by means 
of the Levenshtein algorithm, morphological distance was measured as the orthographic distance 
of affixes and syntactic distances were measured using the trigram approach. We found that 1. 
The division between West Slavic and South Slavic languages is well preserved on most linguistic 
levels 2. All linguistic measurements can be reduced into two components, which could roughly 
be translated into syntax and non-syntax and 3. Lexical and phonological distances best reflect 
the historical relationships among the six Slavic languages of the study. 

1. INTRODUCTION

If we attempt to read a text or listen to speech in a language which is completely unknown to us, 
but is genealogically related to our mother tongue, there is a good chance that are we will be able 
to recognize some words, perhaps even understand the gist or more. But what does our level of 
understanding depend on? The more vocabulary different languages share, the more likely we are 
to detect familiar words. The more similar those words are in writing and in pronunciation, the 
easier it is for us to recognize them based on our native language. The more the form of those 
words and the way they combine into sentences coincide in the two languages, the more sense 
those sentences will make to us. In short, the more similar the languages of the same language 
family, the greater their mutual intelligibility. Instead of similarity, we could also use the inverse 
concept of distance, in which case, the greater the distance between two languages, the smaller 
their degree of mutual intelligibility.

2	 	This	chapter	is	to	be	submitted	to	International Journal of Humanities and Arts Computing	as	Golubo-
vić,	Heeringa	and	Gooskens,	Linguistic	distances	among	six	Slavic	languages.
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How different are Slavic languages? In order to give anything close to an answer to this question, 
we must observe those languages on several linguistic levels. The first aim of the present chapter 
is descriptive in nature – we set out to measure linguistic distances among six Slavic languages – 
Czech, Slovak, Polish, Croatian, Slovene and Bulgarian – in terms of their lexicon, orthography, 
morphology, phonology and syntax. These distances will then be used in further studies as linguistic 
predictors of intelligibility among the six languages. Secondly, we are interested in how well the 
five sets of results correlate with each other and whether they can be reduced to a single unifying 
linguistic distance variable. Thirdly, we shall explore the relationship between linguistic distances 
on one hand and the distances that can be observed looking at the historical trees of Slavic lan-
guages and see which of our linguistic distance measurements reflects the genealogical relations 
among the six Slavic languages best. 

According to linguistic and historical criteria, Slavic languages are traditionally divided into three 
distinct branches (Sussex & Cubberley, 2006): West Slavic (Czech, Slovak, Polish, Kashubian, Upper 
and Lower Sorbian), South Slavic (Slovenian, Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian, Bulgarian and Macedo-
nian) and East Slavic (Russian, Belarusian and Ukrainian). A similar division into West, East and 
South Slavic languages is provided in Schenker (1993), but West Slavic languages are further divided 
there into Czecho-Slovak (Czech and Slovak), Sorbian (Upper and Lower Sorbian) and Lechitic 
(Polish and Cachubian), whereas South Slavic languages branch into Eastern (Macedonian and 
Bulgarian) and Western (then Serbo-Croat and Slovene). For a complete overview of the Slavic 
language family, see Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1.

The present chapter deals with the languages belonging to the West and South Slavic sub-families 
and we hypothesize that as a consequence of their separate development throughout history, 
the differences between the two groups will be prominent across most linguistic levels. We also 
expect to see some differences within the sub-families between Czech and Slovak on one hand 
and Polish on the other as well as between Croatian and Slovene on one hand and Bulgarian on 
the other. Genealogical relationships will probably not be too visible in the case of orthographic 
distances, which reflect arbitrary decisions on how the phonemes of a certain language should be 
presented graphically. 

Bulgarian is the only language in our study which is marked by an almost complete loss of case. In 
general, the loss of morphological case can lead to a greater word order rigidity. Siewierska (1998) 
found a statistically significant correlation between case marking and flexible word order, even 
though there were many languages both with case marking and a relatively rigid word order (e.g. 
Icelandic) and with no case marking but great flexibility of the word order (e.g. Abkhaz, Papago). 
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Latin and modern Romance languages are a good example of this process: Classical Latin had a fully 
developed case system and even though SOV word order was the most common, other possibilities 
were fairly frequent. By contrast, modern Italian, which lost the cases completely, is characterized 
by a fixed SVO word order (Bentz & Christiansen, 2013). Since the word order in Bulgarian is 
generally more constrained compared to the other five languages of our study, we hypothesize that 
Bulgarian will be the most distant language both in terms of morphology and syntax.

When it comes to correlations between levels, we expect to find that all of our distance measure-
ments are significantly correlated. As previously mentioned, Bulgarian could be an outlier in terms 
of morphology and syntax. Polish could be an outlier in terms of orthography, due to the fact that 
in Polish orthography some typical Slavic sounds are written using digraphs rather than diacritics, 
which was the strategy used in most other Slavic languages. For instance, cz in Polish would be č, 
in most other Slavic languages, even though they both denote the same sound (similar to /tʃ/ in 
English). Nevertheless, since these differences affect a limited number of sounds in Polish and Bul-
garian still has many structures in common with other Slavic languages, we expect that the overall 
distance pattern should be more or less maintained across the five levels. This means that it should 
be possible to reduce the five linguistic distance measurements into one or at most two factors. 

Genealogical relationships among languages are generally established from basic vocabulary, 
grammatical (particularly morphological) evidence and sound correspondences (Campbell & 
Poser, 2008). Therefore we expect lexical and phonological distances to correspond to the historical 
relationships among the six languages of the study. Orthographic distances are not a good candi-
date for this to begin with, as they reflect a combination of the actual distance among languages 
and the difference in the writing conventions, which is a fairly recent development (most Slavic 
languages in the study had some sort of an orthographic reform between 18th and 19th century).

Morphological and syntactic distances are not likely to be highly correlated with language gene-
alogy because Bulgarian might prove to be too much of an outlier. Due to the loss of case and 
the infinitive form, which also brought about changes in syntax. Bulgarian might be distant from 
all other Slavic languages in terms of morphology and syntax. This practically means, if we only 
observe those two levels, West Slavic languages might be closer to e.g. Croatian than Bulgarian 
is, despite the fact that Croatian and Bulgarian are genealogically closer. In §2 we will summarize 
previous research on linguistic distances; in §3 we will describe the data used for the distance 
measurements; §4 is reserved for explaining our method of measuring lexical, phonological, or-
thographic, morphological and syntactic distances; in §5 we will present the results, which will be 
followed by discussion and conclusion in §6.
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2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH INTO LINGUISTIC DISTANCES
Previous research in measuring linguistic distances mostly focused on lexical and phonetic dis-
tances. The Levenshtein algorithm used for measuring phonetic distances, which we shall focus 
on in §2.2 can easily be applied to orthographic data, while measuring distances in morphology 
and syntax requires a different approach. As for this type of research in the Slavic language area, 
to our knowledge the only extensive study in the field is Zhuravlev (1994).

2.1. Lexical distance

One of the ways of quantifying lexical distances is to select a dataset, i.e. a list of words, mark the 
cognates and calculate the percentage of non-cognates. The method has been used on (varieties 
of) different languages, including English (Nerbonne & Kleiweg, 2003), Scandinavian languages 
(Gooskens, Heeringa, & Beijering, 2008), Croatian dialects (Šimičić, Houtzagers, Sujoldžić, & 
Nerbonne, 2013), etc.

Zhuravlev (1994) performed a lexicostatistical analysis of Old Church Slavonic, Old Russian, 
Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Czech, Slovak, Upper Sorbian, Lower Sorb-
ian, Polabian, Polish, Kashubian-Slovinian and three different varieties of Russian. The general 
methodology stems from lexicostatistical research by Swadesh (1971), but instead of using one of 
the Swadesh lists, Zhuravlev used the words from the etymological dictionary of Slavic languages 
(Trubachev, 1974). The genealogical relationship between pairs of languages was calculated using 
a formula which was supposed to represent an index of genealogic proximity, taking into account 
the number of isoglosses the languages in question cover and the vocabulary inherited from 
a common root (so-called cognate words or cognates). 

The proximity index could not be higher than 2 and the highest one was established between Upper 
and Lower Sorbian (1.93). Czech and Slovak have an index of 1.36; Bulgarian and Macedonian 
1.72; Serbo-Croatian and Polish 0.95, etc. Even though these numbers do give an indication of 
the distance among Slavic languages, the formula has not been further validated and the use of 
the lexical level alone cannot provide a complete picture. In §5.3 we shall compare our results to 
both historical distances obtained on the basis of the Slavic language tree and Zhuravlev’s results.

2.2. Phonetic distance

The Levenshtein distance is a concept from computer science and information theory, used for 
measuring the distance between two strings (commonly used in spell checkers, for instance). The 
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algorithm finds the smallest number of operations (insertions, deletions or substitutions) needed 
to get from one string to another. If one string of symbols is a word in variety A, and the other 
string is that same word in variety B, the Levenshtein algorithm (Levenshtein, 1966) calculates 
how many operations are minimally necessary to convert word A to word B. The more operations 
are needed, the greater the distance between the two words. If the procedure is done on a larger 
corpus, the mean distance is the distance between the two varieties. 

Kessler (1995) was the first to use the Levenshtein algorithm to measure linguistic distances, fo-
cusing on dialects of Irish. Bolognesi and Heeringa (2002) applied the Levenshtein algorithm to 
a number of Romance varieties as well as Latin and Dutch. Heeringa (2004) refined the method 
further and used cluster analysis and multidimensional scaling for visualizing the results. The 
Levenshtein algorithm was then applied to a number of Dutch and Norwegian varieties. Gooskens, 
Heeringa, and Beijering (2008) looked at the relationship between phonetic and lexical distances 
as predictors of mutual intelligibility of different Scandinavian varieties for Danish listeners and 
found that phonetic distances are a good predictor of intelligibility. Wieling (2012) used Levenshtein 
distance data as a dependent variable and various social factors as independent variables in order 
to create a model which would quantify the distance from a dialect to the standard language in 
the case of Dutch, Catalan and Tuscan varieties. Levensthein distance has proven to be a robust 
and valid measure of distance among varieties, since the findings generally confirm the existence 
of the well-established dialect areas in traditional dialectology. 

When it comes to work on different dialects, the Levenshtein algorithm proved to be a good 
measure of phonetic and orthographic distances among different varieties in the Slavic language 
area. Osenova, Heeringa, and Nerbonne (2009) looked at dialects of Bulgarian using the data from 
Bulgarian dialect atlases. They used phonemic transcriptions of 36 words from 490 different sites 
and calculated the Levenshtein distances between them. Their cluster analyses show the well-known 
distinction between western and eastern dialects, whereby western dialects are more cohesive than 
eastern ones and there is a distinction between the North and South dialects of the Western cluster. 
In addition, they introduced a third major dialect area called Rodopi. 

Prokić et al. (2009) conducted a similar study on 157 Bulgarian words from 197 sites. They applied 
multidimensional scaling to their data obtained using the Levenshtein algorithm and found that 
the first dimension, the east-west division, can account for the 80% of the variation in the data. The 
second dimension, which separated the Rodopi area from the rest, accounts for an additional 16% 
of the variation. Houtzagers, Nerbonne, and Prokić (2010) compared their dialect maps obtained 
using multidimensional scaling with Stoikov (1962) work on Bulgarian dialects. Their main find-
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ing is that the east-west division and the Rupian dialect area were quite similar and the authors 
concluded that the differences they found using the quantitative method generally improve upon 
the traditional classification. 

Šimičić, Houtzagers, Sujoldžić, and Nerbonne (2013) applied the Levenshtein algorithm to 92 words 
from 88 different Croatian localities. In this study, they looked at both phonetic distances (measured 
by the Levenshtein algorithm) and lexical distances (expressed as the percentage of non-cognates). 
Their results show that the varieties spoken along the coast “form neither easily distinguishable 
dialect areas nor linguistic continua; the whole region is marked rather by discontinuity made up 
of small clusters and no true transitional zones” (p. 41). 

The aforecited studies have focused mostly on differences in pronunciation and lexicon. In order to 
get an indication of how distant different languages of the same family are, it is necessary to look at 
other linguistic levels, namely morphology and syntax. The present study is a part of a larger project 
which aims to model intelligibility of Slavic languages using linguistic distances as predictors. Our 
data comes from the testing material used in the study: a list of 100 words, which we will refer to 
as the “list data” and four texts, which we will refer to as the “text data”. The list data was used for 
measuring phonological distances, whereas the text data was used for all the other measurements 
(see the following section for a more detailed explanation).

3. THE DATA

3.1.  Text data for lexical, orthographic, morphological and syntactic comparisons

As previously mentioned, the text data was based on four texts we used to test intelligibility of closely 
related languages. We decided to use the actual testing material as the data for measuring linguistic 
distances rather than the data from an unrelated corpus because it made modelling intelligibility 
straightforward: we measured the distances between the material in the native language of a par-
ticipant in our intelligibility experiment and the language they were tested in. It should be noted 
though that making the linguistic sample dependent on the behavioral one means that our results 
are not perfectly generalizable. In order to tackle that problem, we decided to also use the distances 
measured on the basis of the list data to try and predict the results of a task where the text data 
is used as the testing material and vice versa. More information on that is found in Chapter 5, §7.

In order to find suitable texts for our purpose, we turned to the Common European framework 
of reference (CEFR) for languages (Council of Europe, 2001). By examining all the levels de-
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fined by CEFR, we decided on the most appropriate level for the purpose of testing the level 
of intelligibility. Since these types of tests are mostly used with learners of a foreign language, 
while the participants in the intelligibility experiment were not, we made sure that the level was 
not too demanding. A1 and A2 levels are quite basic and fairly restricted in terms of syntactic 
constructions, while B2 and C levels would be too demanding for participants who are not 
advanced language learners, therefore the B1 level proved to be the most suitable one. We chose 
four B1 level texts with culturally neutral content and slightly adapted them in order to make 
them more uniform in terms of total length and average sentence length. In the end, each text 
contained about 200 words in the English version and consisted of 16-17 sentences. All four 
texts can be found in Appendix A.

In creating the testing material, we used English as a reference language – native speakers of Czech, 
Slovak, Polish, Croatian, Slovene and Bulgarian with some translation training were asked to trans-
late the text from English into their native languages. All four texts were first translated by one 
person and checked by at least two others; the final version was the one everyone agreed upon. In 
order to facilitate comparison of the testing material, the translators and checkers were instructed 
to avoid too literal or unnatural constructions, while trying to stick to the English original as much 
as possible. This was done to avoid translating the same text more freely in one language than in 
the others, which would result in difficulties particularly in syntactic comparisons.

The next step was to align the text data. We created six separate tables, one for each language. In 
the first column of each table, we placed the original text of one of the languages so that each word 
was in a separate row. Next, we asked native speakers of the other five languages to provide the 
appropriate form of each word separately and to use a cognate wherever possible. In the example 
provided in Table 2.1, all the languages are aligned with Croatian, which means that the texts in 
the other five languages read from top to bottom do not need to make sense; the only important 
thing is that the word in each row matches the original Croatian word in form (same case, number, 
etc.) and that if a cognate word is available, this word is used. 

We wanted to make sure we mapped the mind of an average participant in the intelligibility ex-
periment, so instead of simply comparing the six lists of words, we decided to align the lists by 
using language A as the starting point and finding any cognates of each word in language A that 
exist in the other languages (the languages of the listeners). This way, we were able to pinpoint 
lexical asymmetries. In Table 2.1, a small example of cognate alignment to Croatian is given. Note 
that djeca, the Croatian word for ‘children’ has cognates in all five other Slavic languages. In fact, 
in the case of Slovene, this is a partial cognate, since dete is more used in the meaning of ‘toddler’, 
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whereas the generic Slovene word for child is otrok. In the Slovene table, once we align all other 
five languages to the Slovene word for ‘children’, otroci, all the other fields in this row will be left 
blank, since no other Slavic language from our group uses that word. This means that there is an 
asymmetry in the understanding of this word: a Slovene speaker would have little trouble under-
standing Croatian djeca or Czech dětí, since a cognate word dete exists in Slovene, but most other 
Slavic speakers would struggle with Slovene otroci, since they could not connect it to the equivalent 
of ‘child’ in their native language. 

At this point we would like to emphasize that we will not be using the term cognate in the same way 
it is traditionally used in historical linguistics. Since we are trying to map the mind of a participant, 
we are interested in all the words in the test language that they would be able to understand on the 
basis a similar word in their native language. Therefore, in this context, we use the term cognate to 
denote words which have a similar form and the same meaning. This includes historically related 
words as well as loanwords.

Table 2.1: Example	of	cognate	alignment	to	Croatian	in	the	text	data.	The	grammatical	suffix	is	marked	with	
square	brackets

Croatian Slovene Bulgarian Czech Slovak Polish English

Roditelj[i] Roditelj[i] Roditel[i] Rodič[e]	 Rodič[ia]	 Rodzic[e] Parents (nom.pl)

čij[a]	 čigav[a] chi[i][to] czyj[a] whose (nom.sg.)

djec[a] dec[a] dec[a] dět[í] det[í] dziec[i] children (nom.sg.)

pokazuj[u]	 pokažej[o] pokazva[t]	 ukazuj[í] 	preukazuj[ú] wykazuj[ą]	 show (3rd per. Pl.)

posebn[o]	 posebn[o] osoben[o] special (neuter, nom.sg)

zanimanj[e]	 zanimanj[e] záje[m]	 závujem[]	 interest (nom.sg)

Our database consists of six sheets, one per language. Each sheet consists of six columns, where 
the first one is always the basic word list for the language in question and in the other five columns 
we put the cognate words (if any) for each language. In the Table 2.1 above, we added English 
translations in the last column. Once the database had been compiled, we coded the word class for 
each individual word (since word classes may differ across languages) and marked grammatical 
suffixes where applicable. 
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3.2. List data for phonological comparisons

The reason why we used the list data, rather than text data in phonological distance measurements 
was of a practical nature: the lists of 100 words required far less transcribing than the four texts, 
consisting of roughly 800 words. The list data was also used in one of the intelligibility experiments. 
It consisted of 100 nouns translated into the six languages of the study. The list was compiled once 
again by using English as the reference language in order to make sure that all the languages were 
treated completely equally. In compiling the list, we wanted to use a representative sample of words 
that would likely be encountered in text and speech. The Swadesh list seemed unsuitable for our 
purpose, since it was compiled to reveal genealogic relationships between different languages, 
rather than to model intelligibility. So our list was created with the most frequent nouns from the 
British National Corpus (version 3, 2007). 

Function words were excluded from our measurements because a basic level of comprehension 
probably depends more on content words than on function words. The choice of nouns only might 
represent an inherent bias, but we expect that the distances measured on the basis of nouns and 
the distances measured on the basis of verbs or adjectives are likely to be highly correlated. 

We selected the most frequent nouns, but excluded any that seemed problematic. For instance, 
since the first list contained both kind and sort, we excluded one of them in order to avoid 
working with near-synonyms. The same goes for job and work, which are synonymous in most 
Slavic languages. 

Having decided on a final list of 100 nouns, they were given to native speakers of Croatian, Bulgari-
an, Slovene, Czech, Slovak and Polish with some translating experience. For each word we provided 
a context in the form of a sample sentence, so that they would translate the exact meaning we 
intended. For example, the word form has different meanings such as ‘questionnaire,’ ‘shape’ or ‘to 
shape something.’ The sentence You have to fill out this form today would point them in the direc-
tion of our intended meaning “a formulary document with blanks for the insertion of particulars”, 
rather than “shape, arrangement of parts.” (“form, n.” OED Online). Thus we obtained six word 
lists, one list for each language. Each translation was checked by two other native speakers and in 
case several options were available, the final word to be used in the list was the one that at least two 
out of three translators/checkers agreed upon. The complete list of words used is in Appendix B.

Since we had the results of lexical and orthographic distance measurements obtained both on the 
basis of the list data and the text data, we correlated them to see if the results were interchangeable. 
For lexical distances, the correlation was .945 (p = .001) and for orthographic distances it was .900 
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(p = .001), which led us to conclude that it was possible to use the results of phonological distances 
obtained on the basis of the list data only.

3.3. A note on orthographic systems

Bulgarian is the only language in our group written exclusively in Cyrillic. This means that when 
calculating orthographic distances we either had to compare two completely different scripts 
directly (in real-life terms, this would be comparable to a Croatian or Polish reader trying to de-
code written Bulgarian without any knowledge of Cyrillic) or use transliterated Bulgarian (which 
would mimic the associations that a Slavic speaker who can read Cyrillic would make). Since the 
linguistic distance results were also meant to be used in modelling the level of mutual intelligibility 
of Slavic languages, and in the parts of the experiment dealing with written intelligibility only the 
participants who could read Cyrillic were confronted with Bulgarian, we opted for transliterated 
Bulgarian in orthographic distance measurements. 

4. LINGUISTIC DISTANCE MEASURES

4.1. Lexis

Lexical distances between two varieties are generally expressed as the percentage of non-cognates, 
i.e. historically unrelated words (Gooskens, 2007b), in the language of the reader compared to the 
stimulus language. But we also decided to expand that definition to include partial cognates. Par-
tial cognates are word pairs which have a similar meaning, for instance Slovene žena ‘woman’ and 
Polish żona ‘wife’ would both point the decoder towards the correct category of adult female. We 
urge the reader to keep in mind that we do not use the term “cognate” in the sense it is normally 
used in historical linguistics. For our purpose, the term “cognates” is taken to mean words with 
a similar form, and almost the same meaning.

We will illustrate the method with the example from our list data shown in Table 2.2, where Slo-
vene is the stimulus language and all the possible cognates are given in Croatian, Bulgarian, Czech, 
Slovak and Polish.

For each language the number of non-cognates (empty cells in the table) is counted, divided by the 
total number of words of the stimulus language and then converted to a percentage. In our example the 
stimulus language has 10 words, therefore, three non-cognates in Croatian divided by 10 equals 0.30, or 
30% distance. We measured lexical distances both on the basis of list data and on the basis of text data.
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Table 2.2: An example of lexical alignment to Slovene in the list data and the lexical distance.

Slovene Croatian Bulgarian Czech Slovak Polish English

1. čas čas čas czas time

2. leto year

3. ljudje ljudi ljude lidi ľudia ludzie people

4. mož muž mzh muž muž mężczyzna man

5. dan dan den den deň dzień day

6. stvar stvar thing

7. otrok child

8. vlada vlada vláda vláda władze government

9. del dio part

10. življenje život zhivot život život życie life

Number	of
non-cognates 3 6 4 4 4

percentage of
non-cognates 30 60 40 40 40

4.2. Orthography

For calculating orthographic distances between the readers’ language (which is Croatian in ex-
ample 1 below) and the stimulus language (in this case, Polish) we follow the approach employed 
by Heeringa, Golubović, Gooskens, Schüppert, Swarte, and Voigt (2013) for Germanic, who used 
the Levenshtein algorithm (Levenshtein, 1966). The Levenshtein distance between two strings is 
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calculated as the “minimal cost” of the total set of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed 
to transform one string into another Kruskal (1999). We will illustrate the algorithm through 
a comparison of the Croatian word prijatelj with the Polish word przyjaciel ‘friend’.3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Croatian p r i j a t e lj3

Polish p r z y j a c i e l

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 = 5/10 = 50%

In the third slot z is added, in the fourth slot i is replaced by y, in the seventh slot t is replaced by 
c, in the eighth slot i is inserted and finally, in the tenth slot lj is replaced by l. Every operation 
(insertion, deletion or substitution) is represented by 1 and the total number of operations is 
divided by the total length of the alignment (10 slots). So in this case the normalized Levenshtein 
distance would be 5/10=0.5 or 50%. We divide the total number of operations by the length 
of the longest least-cost alignment in order to normalize for word length (Heeringa, 2004, pp. 
130-132). The distances were calculated only on the basis of cognate words and the total or-
thographic distance between pairs of languages was obtained by calculating the mean distance 
for the cognate words from our list. 

For each character we distinguish between a base and a diacritic. For example, the base of é is e, 
and the diacritic is the acute accent. Two characters may differ in the base and/or in their diacritics. 
We weigh differences in the base as 1; for example: a versus e, p versus b. If two characters have the 
same base, but different diacritics, we weigh this as 0.3. For example: e versus é, è versus é. We admit 
that at this point the choice of this weight is not based on empirical measurements and may sound 
arbitrary, but our choice is motivated by the idea that diacritical differences should be weighed 
much less strongly than base differences, since differences in the base will usually confuse the reader 
to a much greater extent than diacritical differences. When the bases are different, the weight is 1, 
regardless of whether there are diacritical differences. Insertions and deletions are weighed as 1. We 
ensure that the minimum cost is based on an alignment in which a vowel matches with a vowel, 

3	 	In	Croatian,	Lj	is	a	fixed	grapheme	sequence	that	has	an	unambiguous	correspondence	with	the	
palatal	lateral	approximant	/ʎ/
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and a consonant matches with a consonant. This way, we were able to prevent unlikely matches, 
such as matching b with an e.

For each language pair we calculated the aggregated orthographic distance, by calculating the 
mean of the normalized Levenshtein distances of the word pairs which are considered for that 
language pair. A small example is given in Table 2.3, where we show the costs of transforming five 
Croatian words to Slovene words. The fourth column shows the Levenshtein distances. When we 
divide them by the number of slots in the alignment (fifth column) we obtain the normalized 
Levenshtein distances (sixth column).

Table 2.3: The aggregated distance is the average distance which is 0.28 or 28%

Croatian Slovene English Levenshtein 
distance

Number	of	
slots in alignment

Normalized	
Levenshtein distance

moraju morajo must 3.p.sg 1 6 0.17

početi začeti to	begin 2 6 0.33

breg brijeg hill 2 6 0.33

drugom drugem other dat.sg 1 6 0.17

ljudi ljudje people 2 5 0.40

Aggregated distance 0.28

4.3. Stems and affixes

When measuring orthographic distances, Heeringa, Swarte, Schüppert, and Gooskens (2014) distin-
guished between stem and affix variation. Using data of five Germanic languages, they showed that 
orthographic stem variation among languages does not correlate significantly with orthographic 
variation in inflectional affixes, and that orthographic stem variation among languages is larger than 
orthographic variation in inflectional affixes. Therefore, we also distinguish between orthographic 
stem and affix. Our text data enable us to do so, since we marked each grammatical suffix (case 
endings, tense endings etc.). 

We shall refer to the orthographic distance of affixes only as morphological distance. This is il-
lustrated in Table 2.4. Sometimes words do not have visible affixes, for example the nominative 
singular for most masculine nouns both in Croatian and in Slovene is an empty morpheme. We 
marked this with Ø and compared them the same way as other affixes.
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Table 2.4: The	aggregated	affix	distance	is	the	average	affix	distance	which	is	0.40	or	40%.	 
The	affixes	are	underlined.

Croatian Slovene English Levenshtein 
distance

Number	of	
slots in alignment

Normalized	
Levenshtein distance

mora+ju mora+jo must 3.p.sg 1 2 0.50

poče+ti zače+ti to	begin 0 2 0

breg+	Ø brijeg+	Ø hill 0 1 0

drug+om drug+em other dat.sg 1 2 0.50

ljud+i ljud+je people 2 2 1

Aggregated distance 0.40

4.4. Phonology

Pronunciation distances are measured on the basis of the list data (see §3.2). The data is compiled 
so that it models a word translation task. The idea behind this approach is that a person reading or 
listening to isolated words in a closely related language in most cases should be able to understand 
those words if they are cognates with words from their native language. 

Native speakers of Czech, Slovak, Polish, Croatian, Slovene and Bulgarian with a background in 
phonetics performed a broad phonemic transcription of the word lists. A full inventory of vowels 
and consonants of the six languages we focused on can be found in Appendix C. Since only broad 
transcription was used, we shall henceforth refer to the calculated distances as phonological dis-
tances, rather than phonetic distances. The phonological distances between two languages were 
then calculated on the basis of the two corresponding word lists, i.e. on the basis of the cognate 
pairs. We used basically the same methodology as for measuring orthographic distances (see §4.2), 
but since we applied Levenshtein distance to the comparison of phonological transcriptions rather 
than to orthographic transcriptions, the Levenshtein operation weights are different. 

We used graded weights that are effectively segment distances, meaning, e.g. that the pair [i, ɔ] is 
seen as being more different than the pair [i, ɪ]. The segment distances are obtained on the basis 
of acoustic representations of a canonical set of IPA samples (see Heeringa, 2004, pp. 79–119)4. 

4	 		A	parallel	procedure	for	the	orthographic	distances	would	be	adding	weights	for	letter	shapes,	but	
we	were	not	aware	of	a	gradual	measure	for	characters	on	the	basis	of	their	letter	shape.	There	
might	be	a	way	to	do	this	on	the	basis	of	Bouma	(1971),	but	we	suspect	that	just	as	with	phonetic	
distances,	the	effect	of	using	graded	weight	would	have	been	minimal.
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4.5. Syntax

In order to measure syntactic distances we used a technique introduced by Nerbonne & Wiersma 
(2006) and Lauttamus, Nerbonne, and Wiersma (2007), who measured the impact of L1 on L2 syntax 
in second language acquisition on the basis of corpora of the English by Finnish Australians. They 
presented an application of a technique from language technology to tag a corpus automatically 
and to detect syntactic differences between two varieties of Finnish Australian English, one spoken 
by the first generation and the other by the second generation. The technique utilizes frequency 
profiles of trigrams of part-of-speech (POS) categories as indicators of syntactic distance between 
the varieties. The idea of the technique is to utilize frequency profiles of trigrams of POS categories 
as indicators of syntactic distance between the groups and then examine potential effects of language 
contact and language (“vernacular”) universals in second language acquisition. The measurement is 
based on word order, so it might not be entirely suitable for a language family such as Slavic, where 
word order is in principle not used to express grammatical relations. Nevertheless, since the word 
order is not completely free, the patterns it follows might be reflected by the trigram approach.

Table 2.5: Twelve	POS	categories	and	boundary	symbol	employed	in	the	tagging	of	the	corpus	of	Slavic	texts.	
Examples	are	given	in	Croatian	with	English	translations

tag word class Croatian English

noun noun roditelji, nevolja, sport parents,	trouble,	sport

verb verb su,	dozvoliti,	postati are,	allow,	become

mod modal	verb moći,	hteti can, will

adj adjective mlad,	skup young, expensive

adv adverb nježno,	rijetko gently, rarely

pron pronoun to,	oni,	ti,	moj it, they, you, my

prep preposition za,	u,	od for, at, of

conj conjunction i,	ali,	ako and,	but,	if

num numeral pet five

adjv adjective/verb radila “she	did”	(Slavic	only)

int interjection bok,	molim hello, please

abbr abbreviation itd. etc.

$ beginning	or	end	of	sentence
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We partly used the same methodology as Nerbonne and Wiersma (2006) and Lauttamus, Nerbonne, 
and Wiersma (2007), but frequency vectors were compared with each other by simply calculating 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between them. We used the text data, which has one sheet per 
language. We used only the first column of each sheet, which contains the texts as translated from 
the original English text (see §3.1). The four texts comprise 66 sentences, therefore we have 66 
sentences for each of six languages (between 750 and 800 words per text). We manually tagged the 
words in each of the corpora for word class using the tags which are listed in Table 2.5. 

Different sets of word class labels were devised for each of the three language families in the 
MICReLa project. In the Slavic language family, the adjective/verb category is reserved for words 
which are often found as a part of the predicate, but do possess some adjective-like qualities, such 
as gender, which must agree with the gender of the subject. The best pseudo-English equivalent of 
this form would be a type of gendered participle. For instance Czech dělala is just a participle of 
the verb ‘to do’ in the feminine, but coupled with the 3rd person singular form of the verb ‘to be’, 
it creates the 3.sg.f form of the verb ‘to do’ in the past tense: ‘she did’. The category of determiners 
generally does not exist in Slavic languages, it only appears in Bulgarian in the form of a suffix, 
and therefore there was no need for such a tag.

We illustrate the finding of trigram frequencies on the basis of a small corpus of English, which 
consists of two sentences: It would be difficult to cycle and After a while it will become easier. Since we 
are using English, the corpus tags are slightly different than the ones we used for Slavic languages. 
For the first sentence we find six trigrams:

It would be difficult to cycle

pron mod

pron mod verb

mod verb adv

verb adv to

adv to verb

to verb
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For the second sentence we find seven trigrams:

After a while it will become easier

prep det

prep det noun

det noun pron

noun pron mod

pron mod verb

mod verb adv

verb adv

When we make an inventory of the trigram found in the two sentences, we find eleven different 
trigrams:

trigram sentence 1 sentence 2 frequency

$ pron mod x 1

pron mod verb x x 2

mod verb adv x x 2

verb adv to x 1

adv to verb x 1

to verb emp x 1

emp prep det x 1

prep det noun x 1

det noun pron x 1

noun pron mod x 1

verb adv $ x 1
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The last column is a frequency vector of trigrams of part-of-speech tags. It shows that most trigrams 
occur once, but the trigrams [pron, mod, verb] and [mod, verb, adv] appear twice. 

Now we create a frequency vector for each of the corpora, each corpus corresponding with a lan-
guage. For each corpus we consider 66 sentences. Once we have a frequency vector for each corpus, 
distances can be calculated for each language pair. When we want to compare Croatian with Slovak 
syntactically, we create a frequency vector on the basis of the Croatian corpus and a frequency vector 
on the basis of the Slovak corpus. The distance is calculated as 1 minus the Pearson correlation of 
the two vectors (the correlation was always positive).5  

5. RESULTS

5.1.  What are the linguistic distances among Czech, Slovak, Polish, Croatian, 
Slovene and Bulgarian?

In this section, we will present the results of each linguistic level separately. Within each level, the 
results will be listed on the basis of the language of the decoder. This makes a difference for lexis 
and orthography, where due to the way of aligning, the results can be asymmetrical (i.e. the di-
vergence from Bulgarian to Czech is different than the one from Czech to Bulgarian). In all other 
measurements, the results are symmetrical. 

In presenting the results, we provide tables with all the results and visualize the data using line graphs 
and dendrograms. The line graph is a variant of beam maps used in Heeringa et al. (2013). In beam maps 
each pair of locations is connected by a line: the darker the line, the smaller the distance between the 
language pair in question. Our methodology can reveal asymmetric distance, but since both distances 
cannot be visualized, using colour we show the average distance between language pairs. 

We performed hierarchical cluster analysis on each set of distance results which resulted in a tree-
like structure called a dendrogram. In our dendrograms, the different varieties are represented as the 
leaves, and the branches reflect the distances between the leaves. The clustering method employed 
was the Unweighted Pair Group Method using Arithmetic averages (UPGMA).

5	 	The	choice	between	r	rather	than	r2	is	immaterial,	since	the	correlation	between	the	distance	measu-
red with r and r2 is 0.9974.
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5.1.1. Lexis

The complete distance matrix for lexical distances can be found in Table 2.6 and a line graph and 
dendrogram are in Figure 2.1. Looking at lexical distances, we can observe the genealogic division 
between West Slavic and South Slavic languages quite clearly: for each language, the two languag-
es belonging to the same sub-family are lexically the closest, and the other three are much more 
distant. The only exception to this is the relationship between Bulgarian and Slovene, which are 
so distant from one another that West Slavic languages are not too far behind. Another interesting 
finding is the distance between Czech and Polish (17.7%), which is markedly smaller than the 
distance between Slovak and Polish (23.4%). In the line graph, the position of the languages within 
the hexagon is supposed to vaguely correspond to the geographical position of the six countries 
where these languages are spoken. However, the distance among the six points is always the same, 
and the linguistic distance is reflected in the color of the line connecting the two languages – the 
darker the line, the smaller the distance and vice versa.

Table 2.6: Lexical	distances	between	the	six	Slavic	languages.

Decoder’s native language

Sti
m
ul
us
	la
ng
ua
ge

Croatian Slovene Bulgarian Czech Slovak Polish

Croatian 22.9 23.9 33.1 33.1 44.3

Slovene 25.8 36.3 36.8 36.4 47.9

Bulgarian 21.3 30.4 39.5 39.0 44.6

Czech 39.2 45.2 38.8 6.0 25.4

Slovak 38.0 40.7 39.5 10.2 23.9

Polish 43.9 46.9 37.6 17.7 23.4
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Figure 2.1: Lexical	distances	among	the	six	Slavic	languages.	The	darker	the	line	on	the	graph,	the	smaller	the	distance.

5.1.2. Orthography

All linguistic distances are ultimately used as predictors of mutual intelligibility. In our intelligibility 
experiments, only the participants who could read Cyrillic could get tested in written Bulgarian. 
In order to reflect that, we used transliterated Bulgarian for orthographic distance measurements. 
In Table 2.7, we present the orthographic stem distances.

Table 2.7: Orthographic stem distances among the six Slavic languages.

Decoder’s	native	language

Sti
m
ul
us
	la
ng
ua
ge

Croatian Slovene Bulgarian Czech Slovak Polish

Croatian 19.6 23.8 33.6 32.3 37.8

Slovene 15.3 24.8 28.5 30.2 44.0

Bulgarian 21.3 23.0 34.9 35.1 40.0

Czech 30.7 27.7 33.0 14.3 35.7

Slovak 31.0 26.9 33.0 15.2 34.3

Polish 35.5 37.8 40.0 31.7 33.0
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The greatest outlier in terms of orthographic distance is Polish. The mean distances from Polish to 
the other five languages are the largest and the reason for this is the Polish orthographic system. 
In Polish digraphs are often used instead of diacritics to represent what are essentially the same 
sounds in all Slavic languages. For instance the phoneme /tʃ/ would be written as cz in Polish but 
č in Croatian, Slovene, Czech and Slovak (see Heeringa et al., 2013 for more details), which results 
in greater orthographic distance.

South Slavic languages are still closer to one another than they are to any of the West Slavic lan-
guages, but Slovene is orthographically closer to Czech and Slovak than Polish is. Line graphs and 
dendrograms representing orthographic distances are found in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Orthographic	distances	among	Croatian,	Slovene,	Bulgarian,	Czech,	Slovak	and	Polish.

5.1.3. Morphology/Affix distances

If we look at affixes only, orthographic distances generally become smaller (see Table 2.8). Morpho-
logical distances are the largest between Bulgarian and the other five languages, quite expectedly, 
since Bulgarian morphology is quite different (lack of case inflection, infinitive etc.). Interestingly 
enough, the distances between Croatian and Slovene are smaller than the distances between Czech 
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and Slovak. Polish and Slovene appear to be surprisingly close in terms of morphology, but the two 
share a relatively small number of cognates (see Table 2.6), which means that this finding should 
probably be taken with a grain of salt. Line graphs and dendrogram are provided in Figure 2.3.

Table 2.8: Morphological distances among the six Slavic languages

Decoder’s	native	language

Sti
m
ul
us
	la
ng
ua
ge

Croatian Slovene Bulgarian Czech Slovak Polish

Croatian 17.3 33.4 30.6 27.5 34.7

Slovene 14.2 25.7 27.1 27.1 29.3

Bulgarian 21.9 22.0 29.6 28.9 34.0

Czech 28.7 34.4 37.7 17.8 32.5

Slovak 25.2 30.1 37.0 22.0 29.4

Polish 35.3 32.8 42.1 31.4 27.9

Figure 2.3: Morphological distances among the six Slavic languages.
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5.1.4. Phonology

The general pattern in phonological distances is quite similar to what we found with lexicon: 
the small discrepancy between the two sub-families is relatively preserved, with the exception of 
Bulgarian and Slovene, which are quite distant from one another, so much so in fact, that all three 
West Slavic languages are phonologicalally closer to Slovene than Bulgarian is. In addition, Polish 
is more than 30% distant from any other language. For a complete overview of phonological dis-
tances, see Table 2.9. Line graphs and dendrograms are provided in Figure 2.4.

Table 2.9: Phonological distances among six Slavic languages.

Decoder’s	native	language

sti
m
ul
us
	la
ng
ua
ge

Croatian Slovene Bulgarian Czech Slovak Polish

Croatian 28.6 24.9 34.2 36.7 37.0

Slovene 28.6 38.1 36.2 35.3 37.8

Bulgarian 24.9 38.1 37.7 38.3 34.6

Czech 34.2 36.2 37.7 17.2 30.1

Slovak 36.7 35.3 38.3 17.2 31.2

Polish 37.0 37.8 34.6 30.1 31.2

Figure 2.4: Phonological distances among six Slavic languages.
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5.1.5. Syntax

When it comes to syntax, West Slavic languages show more cohesion within the group than South 
Slavic languages (see Table 2.10). But even here, the difference between the most distant West 
Slavic and the least distant South Slavic language is not that large. Due to its morpho-syntactic 
peculiarities, Bulgarian is once again the outlier, with the greatest mean distance from the other 
five languages. Slovene and Croatian are also quite distant from one another in terms of syntax, in 
the case of Croatian, all three West Slavic languages are equally or less distant to it than Slovene. 
A line graph and a dendrogram for syntactic distances can be found in Figure 2.5.

Table 2.10: Syntactic	distances	among	the	six	Slavic	languages.

Decoder’s	native	language

sti
m
ul
us
	la
ng
ua
ge

Croatian Slovene Bulgarian Czech Slovak Polish

Croatian 0.29 0.41 0.29 0.25 0.24

Slovene 0.29 0.38 0.28 0.31 0.24

Bulgarian 0.41 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.36

Czech 0.29 0.28 0.40 0.11 0.22

Slovak 0.25 0.31 0.42 0.11 0.23

Polish 0.24 0.24 0.36 0.22 0.23

Figure 2.5: Syntactic	distances	among	six	Slavic	languages.
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5.2.  How do the different linguistic levels correlate with each other?

Having established lexical, orthographic stem, morphological, phonological and syntactic distanc-
es among the languages of the study, we were interested in finding out how well the results from 
different linguistic levels correlate with one another and whether it is possible to get to a single 
measure of linguistic distance. 

First, we correlated the results for each linguistic level with one another. For finding the significance 
of this correlation coefficient we used the Mantel test. In classical tests the assumption is made that 
the objects which are correlated are independent. However, values in distance matrices are usually 
correlated in some way, and not independent (Bonnet & van de Peer, 2002). A widely used method 
to account for distance correlations is the Mantel test (Mantel, 1967). Mantel developed an asymp-
totic test, in which the null hypothesis is that distances in the one matrix are independent of the 
corresponding distances in the other matrix. The significance of the statistic can also be evaluated 
by randomly reallocating the order of elements in one of the matrices (Bonnet & van de Peer, 2002).

The results show that the highest correlation is between lexis and pronunciation (r = 0.88). In 
the context of lexical distances as predictors of intelligibility, this means that there is probably no 
need for both lexis and pronunciation to be entered into the model. Lexis correlates with other 
levels moderately well, which implies that they are not measuring the same thing. The same can be 
said of phonology and syntax. Orthographic stem and affix distances show a low correlation with 
syntax, which is understandable, since those levels are too far removed from one another. The full 
(but non-redundant) matrix is shown in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11: The	correlation	matrix	of	the	results	for	different	linguistic	levels.

Lexis Stem Affix Phonology Syntax

Lexis 0.70** 0.58** 0.88** 0.41*

Stem 0.77** 0.68** 0.16

Affix 0.50** 0.27

Phonology 0.48**

Syntax

* Correlation is	significant	at	the	0.05	level	(1-tailed).		 

**	Correlation	is	significant	at	the	0.01	level	(1-tailed).
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Based on the correlation matrix, it appears that syntax operates differently from the other four 
dimensions, which are (fairly) strongly intercorrelated. We performed a principal component 
analysis in order to reduce the five distance variables into one or two factors. When the default 
factor analysis is chosen, just one factor is extracted. But since we had reason to believe that syntax 
might be a separate factor altogether, we used forced extraction of two PCs. PC2 just falls short 
of an eigenvalue of 1.

Together PC1 and PC2 explain 86% of the variance. After varimax rotation the factor loadings unmis-
takably show the independence of syntax: it does not correlate with PC1 (but the other four variables 
correlate strongly with it), whereas it is the only variable that correlates (very) strongly with PC2. 

Table 2.12: The	correlations	between	linguistic	distances	and	the	two	extracted	components.

Component 1 Component 2

Lexis .801 .457

Stem .970 .029

Affix .882 .114

Phonology .736 .539

Syntax .095 .947

5.3. Which linguistic distance measurement best represents the relationships 
established in historical linguistics?

In historical linguistics, genealogical relationships between languages are established on the basis 
of shared retentions i.e. features of the proto-language which could not have arisen by chance or 
due to borrowing. Languages belonging to a single branch or sub-family normally possess a num-
ber of shared innovations, new features which the sister-languages share and which cannot be 
found in the proto-language. Our approach relies on surface similarities in order to establish the 
relationships between the six Slavic languages and similar types of methods have been employed 
for decades. Buch, Erschler, Jäger, and Lupas (2013) used a clustering algorithm on lexical data 
and managed to reproduce the established genealogical relationships between Indo-European 
languages. Clustering might not be the ideal approach for this purpose, but different phylogenetic 
approaches have proved to be a useful addition to the comparative method. A good overview of 
computational approaches to classifying languages can be found in Dunn (2014), who considers 
Levenshtein distance as “a good proxy […] for historical relatedness when the languages being 
compared share a recent common ancestor” (p. 7).  
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Dunn, Terrill, Ressink, Foley, and Levinson (2005) used typological traits to reveal historical rela-
tionships among a number of Papuan languages, which were not considered to be related. Th eir 
methodology was meant to exceed the known limits of the comparative method (8000 ± 2000 years).  
Where the data obtained using the comparative method was available, the results matched and by 
extending the methodology to the languages where there was almost no lexical relatedness, Dunn et 
al. (2005) revealed a geographically consistent pattern in which the nearest neighbor languages within 
an archipelago formed clusters. Th e methodology was criticized by Campbell (2013) for disregarding 
the principle that only a combination of sound and meaning can be taken as evidence of relatedness.

Prokić (2010) applied phylogenetic methods to the Bulgarian phonetic data and discovered a three-
way distinction were consistent with the traditional divisions into dialect areas. Following Prokić, 
our distance-based phylogenetic inferences, despite being based on surface characteristics only, 
should in principle match the established genealogical relationships between Slavic languages. Later 
on, we shall be using the distance results to predict the level of intelligibility. Even though this was 
probably never the intention in diachronic linguistics, it seems logical to assume that intelligibility 
levels would be higher within genealogically closer languages and vice versa.

Th e Slavic language family is generally well-documented, so to fi nd a historical tree of Slavic 
languages we turned to reference books for these languages. On the basis of the classifi cations by 
Sussex and Cubberley (2006) and Schenker (1993), we made a tree for the six languages of the 
study which can be found in Figure 2.6.

 Figure 2.6: Historical	tree	showing	the	consensus	of	the	classifi	cati	ons	found	in	literature6.

6	 	The	confi	gurati	on	in	this	graph	is	identi	cal	to	the	one	shown	in	fi	gure	1.2	but	with	omission	of	all	
languages not studied in the project. 
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In order to quantify the historical relationships among Czech, Slovak, Polish, Croatian, Slovene 
and Bulgarian, we counted the number of nodes that we pass when going from one language to 
the other in the tree. The process of finding the shortest path from one node to another in a tree 
is akin to the concept of ‘cophenetic distance’ (Jain & Dubes, 1988), the difference being that with 
cophenentic distance the distance is usually metric. Another parallel can be drawn with ‘taxonomic 
path length’ in semantics (Budanitsky & Hirst, 2006) where the same general principle is applied 
to identify relatedness between concepts.

The languages themselves are also nodes (so-called terminal nodes) but the count does not in-
clude that starting point. The structure of the three has four levels: first the Slavic language family, 
which is then divided into two sub-families, West and South, at the next level each sub-family is 
divided into two other branches and the fourth level represents individual languages. In our sam-
ple, Czech-Slovak and the Western branch of the South Slavic sub-family are represented by two 
languages each, while the Lechitic branch and the Eastern branch of the South Slavic sub-family 
are represented by only one language each. 

The historical distance is calculated as the number of nodes one would have to pass when going 
from one language to the other. So for instance, the distance from Polish to Slovene, would be six: 
1. From Polish to Lechitic; 2. From Lechitic to West Slavic; 3. From West Slavic to Slavic; 4. From 
Slavic to South Slavic; 5. From South Slavic to Western and 6. From Western to Slovene. The dis-
tance from Slovene to Polish would be exactly the same.  As a consequence of the tree structure the 
distance between the members of the same branch is always 2, the distance within the sub-family 
is always 4 and the distance between languages which belong to different sub-families is always 6. 
A complete overview of historical distances can be found in Table 2.13.

Table 2.13: A	quantification	of	the	genealogical	distance	among	the	six	Slavic	languages.

Bulgarian Croatian Czech Polish Slovak Slovene

Bulgarian 4 6 6 6 4

Croatian 6 6 6 2

Czech 4 2 6

Polish 4 6

Slovak 6

Slovene
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Zhuravlev (1994) tried to model the genealogical relationships between Slavic languages using 
lexicostatistical methods. As previously mentioned, the proximity indexes from the study range 
between 0 and 2, but for the sake of clarity, we converted the scores into percentages denoting 
distance. The full table with Zhuravlev’s findings is in Table 2.14. It should be noted that we shall 
use the data on Serbo-Croatian to compare with our own data on Croatian.

Table 2.14: A	quantification	of	the	genealogical	distance	based	on	Zhuravlev	(1994).

Bulgarian Croatian Czech Polish Slovak Slovene

Bulgarian 36.22 50.45 53.75 51.55 39.75

Croatian 48.23 52.39 51.63 34.79

Czech 42.63 32.37 46.31

Polish 40.83 52.59

Slovak 47.65

Slovene

We correlated the results based on the genealogical distance among the languages with our five 
distance measurements and found that the single distance measure that corresponds best with 
the distances between the pairs of Slavic languages according to historical linguists’ family trees is 
lexis, r = .86. The correlation between genealogical distance and phonology is also relatively high, 
r = .80. On the other hand, syntactic distances do not correspond to the genealogical relationship 
between the languages at all. In Table 2.15 we provide all the correlation coefficients.

As for the comparison with the data from Zhuravlev (1994), we found significant correlations 
across all levels except syntax. The highest correlations were observed with lexical distances and 
orthographic stem distances, which was not surprising considering that Zhuravlev’s measurements 
were based on lexical isoglosses. 
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Table 2.15: The	correlations	between	linguistic	distance	measurements	and	quantified	genealogical	relationship	
between	the	languages.

Level Historical distance Zhuravlev distance

Lexis .86** .86**

Orthography of stems .77** .86**

Orthography	of	affixes .71** .71**

Phonology .80** .81**

Syntax .36 .26

*.	Correlation	is	significant	at	the	0.05	level	(1-tailed). 

**.	Correlation	is	significant	at	the	0.01	level	(1-tailed).

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our results show that there is a more or less clear lexical demarcation between West and South 
Slavic languages – in most cases Czech, Slovak and Polish will share more cognates among them 
than they would with the three South Slavic languages and vice versa – Croatian, Bulgarian and 
Slovene normally have a smaller distance from each other than from Czech, Slovak or Polish. The 
only exception here is the large lexical distance from Bulgarian to Slovene, but Bulgarian is still 
closer to Slovene than any West Slavic languages. It seems that Bulgarian lost many cognates it 
perhaps once shared with Slovene. 

Slovene is also lexically more distant from the three West Slavic languages than Croatian and 
Bulgarian are. In some cases, Slovene uses a non-cognate for a frequent word, such as ‘child’, which 
is otrok in Slovene, but dijete in Croatian, дете [dete] in Bulgarian, dítě in Czech, dieťa in Slovak 
and dziecko in Polish. Even if there is a shared cognate, sometimes the Slovene form might be less 
recognizable as such across different Slavic languages, due to larger phonological and orthographic 
distances, e.g. hiša in Slovene (‘house’) is kuća in Croatian, къща [k”shta]7 in Bulgarian, dům in 
Czech and dom in Slovak and Polish. Taking into account that the West Slavic form dům/dom 
also exist in South Slavic languages as the word for ‘home’, the Slovene hiša might be the least 
recognizable form. 

7	 		“	is	used	in	transliteration	to	represent	the	Bulgarian	ъ	grapheme,	which	corresponds	to	the	phone-
mic	value	of	the	mid	back	unrounded	vowel	/ɤ/	and	the	near-open	central	vowel	/ɐ/.	The	closest	
counterpart	in	English	would	be	the	schwa,	/ə/.
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Also, West Slavic languages have a smaller lexical distance among them than South Slavic languages 
do, i.e. they display more cohesion within the group. For instance the words for ‘work’ are cognates 
across the three West Slavic languages (práce in Czech, práca in Slovak and praca in Polish; while 
the corresponding translations in the South Slavic languages are posao in Croatian, delo in Slovene 
and работя in Bulgarian).

Orthographic distances are not a purely linguistic measure, since they partly rely on the conventions 
of representing sounds in a given languages, which are generally arbitrary. A good example of this is 
Polish, where sounds such as / t∫/ and /∫/ are represented with digraphs cz and sz, whereas in Czech, 
Slovak, Slovene and Croatian they are represented with diacritics č and š: e.g. szkoła (‘school‘) in 
Polish is škola in Czech, Slovak and Croatian. This means that the orthographic distance between 
Polish and all the other languages is greater than it would have been if the same symbols had been 
used. As a consequence, Slovene is orthographically closer to Czech and Slovak than Polish is. Still, 
with Croatian, Bulgarian and Slovene, other South Slavic languages are always less distant than any 
West Slavic language, despite the fact that we used transliterated Bulgarian words.

Affix distances are orthographic distances, which means that the difference in writing conventions 
once again has an effect on the results. In addition, since most affixes contain only two or three 
letters, the distances will be less fine-grained (e.g. 50% or 33%). This can probably explain relative-
ly large distances between Polish on one hand and Czech and Slovak on the other as well as the 
distance between Czech and Slovak and Slovak and Czech. Quite expectedly, the lack of nominal 
inflection and the difference in verb morphology led to Bulgarian being the language with the 
largest mean distance. In addition, Bulgarian is the only language in our group that has a post-posed 
definite article. This means that any definite noun in Bulgarian would have an additional suffix e.g. 
Czech žena ‘a/the woman‘ vs. Bulgarian (transliterated) zhenata ‘the woman’.

When it comes to phonological distances, the differentiation between West and South Slavic lan-
guages is kept in the case of Croatian and is just barely there with Czech, Slovak and Polish, where 
the difference between the most distant South Slavic language and the least distant West Slavic 
language is not that large. But the phonological distance between Slovene and Bulgarian is so 
large that most West Slavic languages come in between. South Slavic languages are generally a less 
coherent group, but with Croatian and Slovene there is a) more contact and b) more similarities, 
since varieties of the two form a part of the South Slavic dialect continuum. In case of Bulgarian, 
there are many dialects of Serbian in between, and whereas those do share some similarities to 
Croatian, they are quite different from Slovene. Consequently, standard Slovene and standard 
Bulgarian are quite distant from each other. 
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The syntactic distances among our six languages are not that large – the correlations between 
the frequency vectors are mostly between 0.2 and 0.3. The only outlier here is Bulgarian, whose 
morphosyntax is quite different compared to other Slavic languages.

We shall illustrate these differences with an example sentence from Bulgarian and Czech: 

Много е трудно да обясниш на малките деца, защо трябва да тренират по пет часа на ден
and
Malým dětem je velmi těžké vysvětlit, proč musejí trénovat pět hodin denně  
both meaning ’It is very difficult to explain to small children why they have to train five hours day‘.

Много е трудно да обясниш на малките деца защо трябва да тренират по пет часа на ден

Very is hard to Explain
2.sg to small child-

ren why need to train 
3.pl each five hours on day

Malým dětem je velmi těžké vysvětlit proč musejí trénovat pět hodin denně

Small
dat.pl

Children
dat.pl is very hard explain

inf why need
3.pl

train
inf five hours

gen.pl daily

Bulgarian syntax matches the English translation much more closely: there are no cases, hence the 
indirect object is represented by a prepositional phrase rather than the dative case. The infinitive is 
made using the particle DA + the present tense and the temporal reference ‘a day’ is a prepositional 
phrase in Bulgarian and an adverb in Czech. Consequently, the same sentence in Bulgarian is some 
20% longer. Slovak, Polish, Croatian and Slovene function much more similarly to Czech than to 
Bulgarian, which makes Bulgarian our greatest outlier in terms of syntax.

The correlations between different linguistic levels revealed mostly moderate correlations, which 
implied our variables are related, but not too much. The correlations between stem and affix dis-
tance on one hand and syntactic distance on the other are not significant, which indicates that they 
should be considered as separate factors in the future analyses. However, the correlation between 
lexical and phonological distances is quite high, indicating that only one of those variables might 
be enough for the future model of intelligibility.

When we tried to reduce the five distance variables to a single factor, we found that it was necessary 
to look at two distinct factors, one roughly corresponding to syntactic distances and the other to all 
the other measurements combined. So why does syntax behave in such a different way? One of the 
reasons might be that lexical, orthographic, phonological and affix distances are all based on different 
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analyses of individual words. In syntactic distance measurement the sequences of three words are the 
main unit of analysis and the results are obtained by turning a correlation into a distance measurement. 

As for the relationship between historical distance between the six languages and the linguistic 
distances we measured, we found the strongest correlations with lexical and phonological distanc-
es. This finding is not surprising considering that historical relationships between languages are 
most commonly established on the basis of shared vocabulary, which roughly corresponds to our 
measurement of lexical distance and sound correspondences, which is somewhat similar to our 
measurement of phonological distance. The only factor which did not correlate with the historical 
relationships at all was syntactic distance. If syntax was the fastest-changing linguistic level, the lack 
of correlation would make perfect sense, however it is quite the opposite, syntax of a language is 
meant to be relatively stable and diachronically inert (Waltereit & Detges, 2008; Longobardi, 2001).

Even though Levenshtein distance might be an attractive, less time-consuming substitute to the 
traditional methods from historical linguistics, it appears that the present version of the algorithm 
is not as good at genealogical classification of languages. Historical linguistics in general avoids 
relying on surface similarities (Durie & Ross, 1996), since they could reflect a number of processes 
which do not necessarily have to do with actual phylogenetic relationships. In addition, the lan-
guage classifications obtained by means of the Levenshtein algorithm are in some cases correct 
only 40-65% of the time and the larger the distance between the languages in question, the larger 
the discrepancy (Greenhill, 2011). On the other hand, with small distances, such as those between 
different dialects, the Levenshtein algorithm generally reflects the relationships established by 
traditional dialectology (Gooskens & Heeringa, 2004; Prokić et al., 2009). Perhaps with some 
refinements, it would be as successful with classifying different languages.

Our results are in line with the previous research: we found quite high positive correlations be-
tween our results and those from Zhuravlev (1994). Once again, the variable behaving differently 
is syntax, where no significant correlation has been observed. This could in part be explained with 
the fact that Bulgarian is an outlier in terms of syntax, which does not represent a realistic picture 
of the relationships among the six Slavic languages of the study. Another reason might be that 
our syntactic measurements are simply not adequate for the Slavic language family, which would 
explain the lack of correlation with the genealogical relationships among the languages as well. 

Comparing languages on the basis of trigrams seems like a logical approach in a language family 
where a stricter word order is common, but in a language family such as Slavic there are many 
possible word orders within a clause. Consequently, an order-sensitive measure might not capture 
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the syntactic distances between Slavic languages adequately. Instead, the trigram approach might in 
part be reflecting the comparison of stylistic choices regarding word order made by the translators 
for each of these languages. In order to shed more light on this matter, we compared the correla-
tions between different levels in the Slavic language area with the corresponding results from the 
Germanic and Romance language areas. The rationale here is the following: if syntactic distances 
correlate significantly with lexical, orthographic, morphological and phonological distances in 
the other two language families, the issue is probably specific to the Slavic language family. If the 
syntactic distance measurements behave differently that other linguistic levels across all three 
language families, the measurement used might not be entirely suitable.

In the Germanic language family (Swarte, 2015), syntactic distances correlate significantly with 
lexical, orthographic, phonological and morphological distances (all p = .01). All the correlations 
are moderate with the r coefficient around .6. In the comparable Romance language data from the 
MICReLa project (Voigt, in preparation) syntactic distance results did not correlate only with pho-
nological distances, while the correlations with lexical, orthographic and morphological distances 
were significant (all p < .01). This leads us to conclude that, even though the adequacy of the meas-
urement relying on word order might not be a Slavic-specific issue, it is certainly most prominent 
in the Slavic data. This is not to say that the measurement of syntactic distance used is completely 
unsuitable for our purpose, rather that it might not capture all the variation in the syntax of Slavic 
languages. In the context of using linguistic distances to predict intelligibility scores, the behavior 
of the syntax measurement might indicate that it would not be a good predictor of intelligibility. 

If we were to make predictions about intelligibility in the Slavic language area based on the distance 
measurements, we would observe that across most linguistic levels South Slavic and West Slavic 
languages function as more or less coherent clusters. The two major exceptions are orthography, 
where Polish behaves very differently and syntax, where that is the case with Bulgarian. Taking all 
our results into account, it seems safe to predict that native speakers of South Slavic languages are 
more likely to understand other South Slavic languages better than Czech, Slovak or Polish, and 
speakers of West Slavic languages are even more likely to understand other West Slavic languages 
better than Croatian, Slovene or Bulgarian. Because of large phonological and lexical distances 
between Slovene and Bulgarian, this is bound to be the least intelligible combination within the 
South Slavic group. Due to the small distances across all levels, Czech and Slovak should be the most 
intelligible language combination of them all. Finally, we cannot know for certain at this point how 
big a role syntax plays in mutual intelligibility, but if it is a significant predictor, this will definitely 
have an impact on the intelligibility of Bulgarian by native speakers of other Slavic languages. 




